
Uncharitable and Chastised

One Semitic language is dominant language of women, the other Semitic language is dominant language of men.

The world is seeing women come out of their shell and now men will be completely emasculated by language of

women, so be virtuous women and give men a drink. Proverbs 31:6. One Semitic language is dominant language of

women, the other Semitic language is dominant language of men. The world is seeing women come out of their

shell and now men will be completely emasculated by language of women, so be virtuous women and gift men a

drink. Proverbs 31:6. When the people of gossiping whoredom PR Falsehood throw down cowardly metaphysical

arrows which Nobel Peace rejects as hysterical Psychological hallucinations and make Statements of exactly what

they say then Police will not need to sift through warranted technological metadata. When the people of gossiping

whoredom PR Falsehood  throw down cowardly  metaphysical  spears  which  Nobel  Peace  rejects  as  hysterical

Psychological hallucinations and make Statements of exactly what they say then Police will not need to sift through

warranted technological metadata. When the people of gossiping whoredom PR Falsehood throw down cowardly

metaphysical arrows which Nobel Peace rejects as hysterical Psychological hallucinations and make Statements of

exactly what they say then Police will not need to comb through warranted technological metadata. When the

people of gossiping whoredom PR Falsehood throw down cowardly metaphysical spears which Nobel Peace rejects

as hysterical Psychological hallucinations and make Statements of exactly what they say then Police will not need

to comb through warranted technological  metadata.  When the people  of gossiping whoredom (Revelation 18)

throw down cowardly metaphysical arrows (Psalm 91) and spears (Tirzah, William Blake) which Nobel Peace

rejects as Psychological hallucinations for Statements then Police have no need to sift through technologies and

warrants. When the people of gossiping whoredom (Revelation 18) throw down cowardly metaphysical arrows

(Psalm 91) and spears (Tirzah,  William Blake)  which Nobel  Peace rejects as Psychological  hallucinations for

Statements then Police have no need to comb through technologies and warrants. Governments are cryptologic

bigoted racists who withheld education and employed Barbarism Bastard Title Clootie Crocodile Tears and should

they reform and review their laws and systems then many of the people would be able to sue governments in a

recession of flu-masked paraders. The world is sexagesimal falsehood. Gossiping whoredom is information and

identity theft so shut up or wear a mask! Jewish-Babylonic Culture is responsible for so much first degree fleshly

death and more second degree Psychological death. John 10 and Revelation 1-3, 16-18 and 20. People of Praise

head and handmaid doctrine needs etymological explanation for understanding, reception and expression in world

Community on the well whole as Old English Composer Quaker Sally Beamish is Priestly Leadership from similar

specific  limited  minimal  core  verse  belief.  Cyclone,  Ms.  Barrett,  Mr  Bennet,  Pride  and  Prejudice,  perfectly

indifferent,  People  of  Praise,  head and handmaid doctrine,  etymology,  explanation,  understanding,  expression,

reception, Old English,  Composer Sally Beamish, significant significance,  Priestly Leadership and Quakers! A

NSW Justice Victims Services counsellor said, “It’s provocation! Australia’s a very funny country.” I replied, “It’s

full of Band-Aid solutions.” Australian value for Peacefulness is mateship. Women believe in Autonomy and Doubt

men.  Women’s  rights  is  O  Men’s  rights  with  balls.  A NSW Justice  Victims  Services  counsellor  said,  “It’s

provocation! Australia’s a very funny country.” I replied, “It’s full of Band-Aid solutions.” Australian value for

Peacefulness is mateship. Women believe in Autonomy and Doubt men. Women’s rights is balls with O Men’s

rights. People of Praise attribute Men as Husband Moral Compass Done like dinner on A Valediction Forbidding

Mourning Speared like the most universal Sonnet thrusted Tenaciously down as The Eagle. Donne, A Valediction

Forbidding Mourning, Shakespeare, Sonnet 116, and Tennyson, The Eagle.


